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Abstract
Group projects are an important part of Software Engineering education. However, conflicts that
arise from group work can affect overall class learning and performance. It can be difficult for
teachers to fully understand the social context of these issues.
We explore the nature of self, peer and staff reflection to identify and mediate issues within a
class. We have used a protocol that encourages reflection to explore conflicts that arise from
group work in a Software Engineering course.
We have found a way to explore and mediate student impressions and expectations and to identify conflicts with staff expectations and course objectives. We present a lightweight and flexible
approach for such investigations.
Keywords: Group Work, social learning, reflection.

Introduction
The importance of a substantial Software Engineering project executed by groups of undergraduate Computer Science students is widely recognized (Daniels, Faulkner & Newman, 2002; Fink,
2000; Flener, 2003; Liu & Stroulia, 2003) With group work, there are many issues relating to
group dynamics, organisation and conflict that arise that have an effect on project outcomes. It
can often be difficult for staff to penetrate the social context that groups create for themselves in
order to understand the issues that groups face during their projects. We focus on the issues relating to group projects and the role of reflection in discovering the true nature of project circumstances. We discuss a protocol that we used to guide reflective activity in our teaching.
In our institution, we face a continual problem in retaining students at postgraduate level in Computer Science. Our undergraduate students are motivated to complete their studies as quickly as
possible and find work. At the same time, we are finding that more and more educational initiatives within New Zealand are encouraging us to work more closely with industry. In teaching
Software Engineering, we find a natural focus for our teaching practice to account for both of
these trends. We view a course in Software Engineering as involving more learning than teaching.
We view student involvement in such
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tion of strong scientific principles (Shaw & Tomayko, 1991).
Providing a simulation of the “real world” of Software Engineering is again a common approach
throughout Software Engineering Education. This simulated project environment provides the
grounding in real tasks that seems to be important for adult learning (Stewart & Richardson,
2000). There is a strong resonance here with constructivist theories of learning, where we find an
emphasis on learning by developing knowledge through practice and working collaboratively to
solve problems (Jacques, 1985).
Group work encourages the development of personal skills and responsibility and the development of inter-personal relationships (Butcher, Stefani & Tariq, 1995; Oldfield & Macalpine,
1995). Practical experience in engineering and project management can only be acquired in a
large project setting (Gehrke et al., 2002). The question arises as to whether academic software
projects really are simulating the real-world environment (Ford & Morice, 2003). That is, when
we engage in this process of simulation, do we provide an environment in which real-world practice can take place, or do we provide a simulacrum in which principles of teaching and learning
are applied and enable activities and outcomes related to group work occur and emerge? We lean
more towards this latter approach in our course designs and delivery.

Course Organisation
We teach Software Engineering as a full-year course, involving 26 weeks of full-time study with
two formal lectures each week. At our institution, the study year is divided into two semesters of
13 weeks each, with a 1-week break in the middle of each semester and a 4-week break between
semesters. Institutional guidelines to students indicate that they are expected to spend approximately 6 hours per week on this course, including formal class time, preparation for class and
project work. In practical terms, this means that students are expected to spend about 3 hours per
week on project work. Assessment for the course is divided into 60% for a 3-hour final examination and 40% for the full-year project.
Our philosophy on teaching this course is based on the notion that simulating the engineering environment provides good preparation for real engineering – we strongly believe that students
should be able to do things in a practical way and hence they can learn the theoretical underpinnings in a stronger sense through this practice. We arrange course material in both semesters using a “just in time” strategy to cover topics that are directly relevant to imminent project activities.
The selection of project topics is done to emphasise useful work. We attempt to make topics as
meaningful as possible, selecting an application area for which there is a direct need either within
the institution or, more commonly in recent years, in an external/industrial context. By the time
they enroll in this course, the majority of students will have engaged in group work in at least one
other Computer Science course.
In setting projects, we look for topics that are realistic, that do not require specialised knowledge
beyond programming and data structures and are "not quite doable" within the resources available
and institutional guidelines. This latter characteristic is deliberately chosen so that students can
encounter time-related constraints, gaps in their skills or knowledge and are forced to evolve riskmanagement strategies to suit their circumstances. Groups are made up of 4-6 students, selected
randomly, and we make no attempt to balance groups based on gender, age or previous experience.
We select a combination of “simulated customer” or a “simulated project manager” techniques to
assist students with the management of group projects, depending on the nature of groups themselves or the project at hand. In the simulated customer technique, an academic member of staff
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acts in the role of client and groups are encouraged to develop requirements and build systems to
suit this client's needs. In the simulated project manager technique, an academic member of staff
acts more in a role of facilitator to encourage and advise students on how to manage their projects.
Simulated customer – an academic staff member acts in the role of the customer, meeting with
groups, setting requirements for the project, receiving and testing deliverables, entering into different types of communication with the group, causing various events and risks to occur in the
project.
Simulated project manager – an academic staff member acts in the role of “boss”, meeting with
groups to discuss project schedules, goals and activities. They act as manager for the group and
can cause variation to goals and planned milestones. This arrangement is much in the style proposed by Ford & Morice (2003) where software development projects are "micro-managed" by
teaching staff.
With the institutional guidelines as above, we expect each student to undertake 3 hours per week
on the project, for a year-long total of 84 hours. We believe that this is on the low side; in New
Zealand, Brown (2000) provides examples of workload ranging from 10-40 hours per week for
student projects and comparing internationally we find estimates of project work ranging up to
500 hours of work (Daniels et al., 2002) per semester per student.

Conflicts of Expectations
Through evaluations of the course as a whole and student-based evaluation of staff using standardised questionnaires, project meetings and Departmental-level student representations over the
last few semesters, we have become aware of a number of conflicts between staff and student expectations.
First, while we may believe that the expected workload is realistic and indeed lower than that set
in other institutions, clearly our students do not. High or excessive workload has been the commonest cause of complaint for this course in the last few years. Teaching staff find this frustrating
since they feel that they have delegated control over workload to students within the group project setting.
The second major conflict that we have encountered is with our expectation of project feasibility.
Our point of view is that not all of the project requirements will be met and we are generally not
disappointed when project groups fail to meet them. That is, we expect failure to meet all of the
objectives, but we also expect groups to specify which ones they intend to achieve. On the other
hand, students appear to believe that all project requirements must be met and generally apply one
of two strategies for coping – dropping the course or doing lots of work. Neither are intended outcomes from the teaching viewpoint.
The third conflict that we encounter is with students’ expectations regarding assessment. We
adopt a flexible strategy to assessment of project work, based on the principle that we expect engineering activities to be performed in the course of the project. Our primary form of assessment
is whether or not such activities were performed and how they were done. Students are not sure
about assessment; they want clearer guidelines and marking schemes.
It is important to note that we do not regard conflict as something negative and to be avoided.
Rather we look at conflict as an opportunity to investigate our teaching practice further, to make
adjustments and refinements where appropriate, but more so as a spur to seek better communication with students so as to find a better match between our expectations and theirs.
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Contributions of this Paper
One reaction would be simply to blame the students for misaligned expectations. Such an approach is not very satisfactory, since it damages morale and tends to lead to students dropping the
course, hence missing out on a valuable educational experience. A better outcome, one that is
intended to improve teaching practice, reflects more deeply on student activities and difficulties
and looks at how their activities can be better aligned with the objectives of the course. The aim
of my work is to find ways in which this can be done effectively in a classroom setting.
Facilitating understanding – influencing project outcomes by encouraging students to learn is a
role that we can perform as teachers. If students are not engaging in engineering activities, then
we need to be asking why. “Why aren’t they learning? How can I get them to be relevantly active?” (Biggs, 1999, p12). What we set out to do was to find better ways of investigating these
barriers to learning and improving communication with students. Instead of recommending any
one management style, we regard the facilitation of a discourse with students as more important.
We report here on the use of a technique of self, peer and staff reflection that gives a clearer picture of the actual factors at work and lets us focus on managing the real conflicts that we found.

Related Work
Since we regard dialogue with students as an important factor in the overall effectiveness of
teaching, we wanted to find techniques with which to investigate student attitudes and experiences.
Upchurch & Sims-Knight (2002) have proposed that a curriculum model based around a portfolio
of student work and the promotion of self-reflection by students on learning provides a valuable
way for students to organise and maintain their learning.
We believe that a constructivist approach will be fruitful in a social, group-oriented course. In this
approach, the notion of self-assessment on the part of students and their peers becomes central to
their development. We find a role for critical reflection at the heart of the curriculum (Graue,
1993; Stewart & Richardson, 2000) and use a technique (Rowland, 2000) that encourages the important issues to arise from the individual students and to be qualified by students and staff as a
group. Note that we are using reflection here for evaluation and not as part of assessment for
coursework (Butcher et al., 1995).

The Role of Reflection
As teachers, we are particularly interested in evaluation statements that relate to teaching objectives and/or administration.
1. Simulated engineering environment.
2. Flexible assessment based on engineering activity.
3. Doable, relevant group projects.
4. “Just In Time” delivery of project-related material.
We were also interested in discovering whether or not workload issues were as serious as indicated through other channels. However, we wanted to understand the issues as expressed by students and to avoid the situation where one vocal member of a class could affect our impression of
the problem.
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Protocol
We adopted a protocol for course evaluation suggested by Rowland (2000) that encourages selfreflection on the part of students and provides validation through the use of peer and staff reflection. This technique has the potential to discover situations where the expectations of the student
and the teacher come into conflict.
In this protocol, the evaluation statements arise from the students themselves in a process of selfreflection. Their peers then have an opportunity to evaluate the statements made by others and a
consensus (or otherwise) emerges. Finally, the evaluator has a role to play in stimulating a discussion to investigate the critical issues that emerge.
This is a student-centred approach to evaluation. It circumvents a problem found in conventional
student evaluation questionnaires, where the evaluator can never be sure that the statements with
which students are expected to agree or disagree are actually meaningful to them. By allowing
students to define the agenda for evaluation, issues can emerge that the teaching staff never considered at the outset of the course.

Administration of the Protocol
We chose a normal lecture session towards the middle of the course year for the evaluation. A
small group of 11 students (approximately 30% of the class) attended this session.
1. Students were provided with a handout to explain the intentions of the evaluation and
three blank index cards.
2. Students were then given 10 minutes to write three statements about the course: one
sentence saying something they liked about the course; one sentence saying something
they didn’t like about it; and a third sentence making some comment (positive or negative) about their project work.
3. After all students had completed the cards, the cards were distributed to all members of
the class and they were provided with the opportunity to evaluate all statements (including their own) on a 4-point scale with no neutral point. On each card they were to score
the statement as a 1 if they strongly agreed with it; 2 if they mildly agreed; 3 if they
mildly disagreed; and 4 if they strongly disagreed with the statement. 15 minutes were set
aside for this activity.
4. The cards were gathered together and sorted into three groups: positive evaluation
statements where there was general agreement; positive or critical evaluations where
there was general disagreement; and critical evaluations where there was general agreement.
The evaluator then conducted a discussion with the students arranged around the groups of statements. Firstly, the positive statements with general agreement were read out and students provided with an opportunity to expand on what they enjoyed about the course. Secondly, the contentious issues were read out and the discussion that ensued was structured with the aim of resolving differences in perceptions. Then the critical evaluations were read out and the discussion was
aimed at expanding on the reasons why the critical attitudes existed and what could be done to
improve the course in future.
After the discussion session, a report was written by the evaluator to classify the statements and
summarize the discussions. This was circulated to all members of the class and to the rest of the
teaching team, to act as a record of the discussion and to encourage further action.
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Evaluation Outcomes
Students wrote a total of 31 statements during the evaluation session. Statements were coded N
(critical), P (positive) and numbered in each classification (e.g. N01, P02) for reference. A
weighted sum was calculated to score each statement, using a weight of 2 for strong agreement, 1
for mild agreement, -1 for mild disagreement and -2 for strong disagreement. The full list of
statements made, scores and associated outcomes is shown in the Appendix.
When assessing statements, we looked at the degree of agreement across the class (the score for
each statement) to decide whether or not the class found that a statement was a valid opinion or
not. A positive outcome was where there was a positive statement with general agreement, or a
negative statement with general disagreement. Conversely, a critical outcome was where there
was a critical statement with general agreement or a positive statement with general disagreement
(Table 1).
Table 1. Evaluation statements by type and outcome.
Type
Critical statement
Positive statement
Outcome

No. of statements
20
11
18
5
8

Negative
Neutral
Positive

On conducting more detailed staff reflection after the discussion session, we classified the statements against the course objectives to which they referred. The balance between positive and
negative outcomes (Table 2) indicates where problems lie in terms of conflicts between staff and
student expectations.
Table 2. Staff/student conflicts of expectations.
Objective
Flexibility of assessment
Group work provides a rich learning experience
Workload is reasonable and under control of groups
Course content arranged around broad issues generally relevant to projects.
Selection of projects is intended to be reasonable and feasible.

Positive outcomes
2
4
0
3

Critical outcomes
4
5
2
3

2

4

By looking at the actual nature of the statements and from the discussion related to these statements, we discovered that workload issues were actually related to the management of group conflict, an issue that had not arisen in our consideration of other forms of feedback from students. In
this case, we found the activities associated with reflection to be an effective method of discovering a real issue with the student learning.
Peer review is an excellent method of validating statements and encouraging further reflection on
the part of a student who made a statement. Since the process is anonymous, the discussion can
allow issues between students to be resolved, as well as differences between staff and student expectations. Some evaluations were phrased in robust terms that would be difficult to imagine
emerging spontaneously from a face-to-face discussion – e.g. “N03 I did not enjoy the group
work. There are too many parasites who sit and do nothing…”
Opinions are mediated across the class by the process of peer-evaluation of statements. For example, the following statement (commenting on project work) “N19 Because there are no internal
assessments, students tend to spend little time on this course” found the strongest disagreement of
all statements across the class, with various students highlighting during the discussion exactly
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how much time they spent on project work and what their expectations were of other group members.
Two critical evaluations that conflict with course objective 2 (flexible assessment) found broad
agreement: “N01 Project assessment could have been better defined” and “N04 Would prefer
more regular assessment, especially on theoretical material not related to current project”. Since
we believe that the nature of the assessment is appropriate given our constructivist approach, we
see the opportunity here to engage in dialogue with students to explain the assessment principles
and project topics.
On the other hand, positive outcomes can be found where evaluation statements reinforce course
objectives. “P03 Meeting new people – software engineering is a very social course…”, “P08
Projects give good practical experience” (both positive consensus). Where such evaluations arise,
the subsequent discussion is a good opportunity for the teaching team to add context to these
principles, providing deeper explanation of a topic that has just received positive evaluation and
hence likely to be more relevant to students.
Some statements contradict each other and present an ideal opportunity for an issue to be resolved
by allowing students to identify the contradiction and to discuss potential explanations. For example, the two statements “N15 The project is rather boring – perhaps a more interesting project
idea could have been used” and “P09 I think that the project is an interesting one…” both found
broad agreement. It emerged through the discussion that a project can be both boring and interesting at the same time; but without the evaluations arising from the students, the visible contradiction and the ensuing discussion, the exact nature of student interest/disinterest would have been
opaque to the teaching staff.
Interestingly, we found only two statements (both negative) regarding workload in the course. We
found more to suggest that group conflict was the more important issue. The “knot” of related
issues entwining group work, conflict, group members not contributing equally suggests to us that
we need to rethink the administration of project groups, mediating among groups more actively to
address conflict as it arises.
We found a large number of statements (17 overall, but with a mix of positive, neutral and negative outcomes) that related to the selection of project topics and the “just in time” strategy of delivery in lectures. From the statements and the discussion that followed, it became clear that students had been expecting specific instruction on how to do the project, rather than generic tools
and techniques such as project management, configuration management and risk management.

Classification of Evaluation Outcomes
There are several possible outcomes from the evaluation process. Some of these can be handled
during discussion immediately following peer evaluation; some require deeper reflection and further discussion; others represent a fundamental disconnect between teachers and students that
require careful work to resolve.
1. Disagreement among class members with evaluation statements. This is validation
through peer review of the various evaluations made by members of the class. This kind
of control mechanism is useful to mediate the effects of “rogue” evaluations.
2. Contradictory evaluations of similar statements. This situation can indicate a common
problem with evaluation – that those assessing the statements did not completely understand what it was that they were evaluating.
3. Contradictions between separate evaluation statements. Similar to the above classification, but the contradiction may not become apparent until all statements have been re-
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viewed after the original discussion. Resolution of the conflict depends on a different
form of presentation than that described in the protocol above, presenting both contradictory statements together and allowing a general consensus to emerge.
4. Alignment or conflict between evaluation outcomes and course objectives. Conflict
can be detected by classifying negative outcomes according to course objectives; alignment by classifying positive ones. In both cases, a more engaging dialogue between staff
and students is the key to resolving the conflicts and highlighting the alignments that may
exist.
In deeper examination of this latter class of evaluation statements, we identified three main areas
of conflict that we need to resolve in future iterations of this course.
1. To make assessment principles and mechanisms clearly defined and cross-check with
students that they are understood.
2. To make the relationship between lecture material and projects clear and find room in
the class schedule for material that does directly relate to projects. We believe that the
simulated customer approach is a valid vehicle for this latter form of delivery.
3. To continually revisit group conflict and take a more active role in mediating conflicts
among groups.

Conclusions
The protocol for evaluation develops the notion of a “critical community” in terms of professional
development where reflection can take place and be made widely known. Participants view themselves as enquirers who are prepared to share reflections in a supportive environment.
In the study described here, the protocol was used in an immediate context – the evaluator classified the statements in the same session as the evaluations were completed by students. While this
provides immediacy, deeper reflection is often needed to allow staff to investigate an issue in
greater detail. This is particularly important for contradictory statements, or for statements with
strong consensus that conflict with course objectives.
The protocol we have used performs the important role of mediating opinions. Statements made
by individuals are considered by the group and by teaching staff. A strong opinion held by one
student may not find support across the class. However, a statement made by one student may
cause another to think more deeply about their own experience and be able to discuss it. This protocol provides a valuable and useful form of feedback to staff and also encourages students to
reflect more deeply on what has happened and what they have actually learned.
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Appendix. Statements Made by Students and their
Respective Outcomes after Validation
Code

Statement

N01
N02

Project Assessment could have been better defined
In order to meet workload expectatioins, the time that I spent would usually
exceed the amount advised for a 3-point per semester paper
I did not enjoy the group work; there are too many parasites in the group who
sit and do nothing while other group members do all the work
Would prefer more regular assessment, especially on theoretical material not
applicable to current project
More/better feedback in project and course in general
The project should relate more to lectures
Should be more incentive for everyone in project groups to contribute
Contractor group should have been spread amongst other groups as it was
early enough in the project
Some members of the group are not pulling their weight. As I am not project
leader, I don't want to step on any toes and tell them what to do.

N03
N04
N05
N06
N07
N08
N09

Score

Outcome

10
7

Agreement
Agreement

9

Agreement

18

Agreement

8
9
12
5

Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement

5

Agreement
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N10
N11
N12
N13
N14
N15
N16
N17
N18
N19
N20
N21
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
X01

The course didn't introduce any technical concepts [directly related to the
project]
Would be more excited to work on a bigger project in which each of the
groups participated in parts of the project rather than all groups doing the
same thing
I enjoyed this paper…NOT!
There is a lot of stress involved in the project
Not enjoyed - choice of project. A system involving database, GUI…would be
more interesting, less specific coding and cover more aspects of software
engineering
The project is rather boring - perhaps a more interesting project idea could
have been used
[I did not enjoy] 9am Fridays
The allocation of groups was poorly done - perhaps more choice?
Project work: unlucky with team members
Because there are no internal assessments, students tend to spend little time
on this course
I feel like we have been very focussed on all the documents we have to produce so far and haven't had time to think about solving the problem
It would be better to have some corresponding concept that relate to the
technical part of Software Engineering
I liked having to learn new skills (CVS, Latex, Make); these are practical skills
that other COSC papers do not teach
Meeting new people - software engineering is a very social course compared
to other 300-level
Interesting material on testing with obvious application in project work
I enjoyed the group aspect of the course, gaining practical experience with
prblem solving in groups and group interaction
Project assessment was flexible, enabling each group to decide how their
project was implemented
Enjoyed lectures
Projects give good practical experience
I think that the project is an interesting one and through researching it, I have
been learning some interesting things
It was good how we could sleep in on Fridays
Organised course, step-by-step through the entire process of software engineering
[A completely blank comment]

6

Agreement

0

Neutral

0
2
4

Neutral
Agreement
Agreement

7

Agreement

-3

5

Disagreement
Neutral
Agreement
Disagreement
Agreement

6

Agreement

12

Agreement

13

Agreement

10
6

Agreement
Agreement

3

Agreement

0
4
-9

Neutral
Agreement
Disagreement
Disagreement
Disagreement
Agreement

0
1
-5

-17
-1
12
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